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From the Front Row

Com· and see the special accommodation· we are offering
at a apecial rate in the

Blackstone Hotel

Reviews and News of Washington

Diet. 3510

1016 17th St.

Handsomely furnished room,
with private bath and full firstclass hotel service—for 2 in
room, each, by the month—

Harry Wood, Manager.
Take L A Culture
for intettinal infection*
That ras, constipation, hyperacidity,
forms of rheumatism, colitis,
headache, etc.. can all be due to the
action of poison-breedinr terms In
the intestines—and for which condition there is nothing more efficacious
than LACTOBACILLI'S (LA) ACIDDeveloped in our laboraOPHILUS.
of highest
the strain
from
tories
Will be delivered—CULstrength.
TURE or MILK—to any local admany

Miss

Nat. Vaccine & Antitoxin Inst.
St.

You

Granstedt, Ed Brady, Lee
George
Phelps,
Humbert, Niles
Welch, William von Brincken and

Teru Shimada.
Among the short films at Keith's
are a Frank McHugh comedy, fea-

Negri

turing hypnotism, the newsreel and
"Screen Snapshots" at Hollywood.
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3929 Jenifer St. N.W.
J. Wesley Buchanan, Inc.
Realtor/
ME. 1144

1427 Eye St.

INSPECT
New Studio Homes

14th & Sheridan Sts. N.W.
Overlooking 16th St. and Rock
Crctk Park

(They

Are

Different)

$9,350

to

Λ

MYSTERY story which justifies
the inference of its title, "Doctor X," is the new screen offering
at Warner's Earle Theater, with the
able legitimate star, Lionel Atwill, in
the title role.
Thrills there are
aplenty, with murders committed in
an
atmosphere profusely charged
with situations sufficiently terrorizing
to produce that faint feeling, which,
paradoxically, effects some of the
finest dramatic enjoyment. Insecurity. even in the presence of "makebelieve," is induced so effectively
that on more than one occasion a
muffled gasp became an audible
shriek, thus attesting how well the
eerie story registered with numerous

per-

a

patrons.
Speculation on the traditional, or
legendary, mental reaction of some
humans in the silvery glare of a full
moon provides the genesis of the
plot. Scientific study of the pre-

tension that men's minds are affected, and that in instances they
become insane, is projected as a hypothesis in the solution of a series
of murders committed under repeated singular circumstances. The
figure of violent death walks under a
sky illumined by celestial beauty associated with a more happy phase
of life, and this screen interlude
throws a cold chill upnh romance.
Peculiar circumstances under which
the homicides have been committed

"The Painted Lady" Is a drama
the unethical persons who
hang about the meeting places of
and engage In those
the earth,
deceptions which appeal to their
emotions and put other persons off
the trail of their violations of the
law. Miss Shannon and Mr. Tracy
are favorites with the film patrons,
and they perform with the capacity
for displaying live personalities that
has been observed in other pictures.
Others in the cast are William Boyd,
Irving Pichel, Raoul Roulien, Murray Kinnell and Laska Winter. Phil
Lampkin continues his series of pretentious orchestral performances.
D. C. C.
among

attractive kitchen and dinette,
2 open firerecreation room,
Built-in garage with
places.
overhead door.
to 9 P.M.

BIRON BROS.
Owners and Builders

Georgia 9622

cations incriminate not only the
doctor, but all members of his faculty, as well as a servant of his
household. In the atmosphere produced by experimentation employing a maze of scientific equipment,
with the effect of labyrinth admirably portrayed, the mystery is

the
climax finely approached so well, in
fact, that we wouldn't dare drop
an
intimation which might spoil
your fun. Save for obvious transgression toward the end. upon the
precincts of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde." this is a story which merits
the designation of a genuine thriller
arid to which originality in plot
and excellence of presentation are
generously attributed.
Lionel Atwill displays to fine advantage the excellent quality of his
acting in the most opportune role
given him since his transfer to the
intensified

"ΤΉρ ΤA&t Mile"

At the Palace.
VlfHEN it was decided to make a
film version of the successful
stage play, "The Last Mile," the direction was turned over to Sam
Bischoff, who evidently, then and
there, decided to make all the Hollywood "realists" resemble a group of
romanticists. Mr. Bischoff has gone
the limit with this celludoid sermon
against capital punishment. Screen
entertainment at the Palace this
week will keep you on the edge of
your seat, or make you fall into a
dead faint, according to the condition of your heart.
The picture opens with some
young chap (his name and antecedents are immaterial) sentenced
to death through a miscarriage of
justice. The scene changes to the
penitentiary, where the death house
is spread before you, with the numbered men awaiting death by the
electric chair. Nnumber One. known
as Berg and played by the competent George Stone, is the first to
The gentravel "the last mile."
eral public, while now allowed to
visit death houses and witness the
last minutes of convicted men, is
hereby permitted to view all the
details of such an event—and it's
supposed to be quite authentic, too.
There is the last meal, the last visit
of the prison chaplain, the farewells
—all the preparations for what has
been called "murder as punishment
for murder."
In this version of prison affairs,
however, there is a "break." One
condemned fellow, somewhat rougher than his neighbors in the death
house, overpowers a guard, obtains
his gun and keys and liberates the
others who are awaiting death.
Guards
Then the shooting starts.
and the prison chaplain are locked
in the cells—and when the air finally clears again most every one is
dead, except, of course, the hero,
who, to make the story conform
with all movie regulations, receives
a pardon and probably lives happily
However, his mother
ever after.
sits at his bedside, for one never
hears anything of a sweetheart.
The picture is unusual because it
has a real story to tell; the direction takes a step forward; the
photography leaves nothing to the
The principals are
imagination.
Preston Foster. Howard Phillips,
George Stone and Noel Madison, all
splendid actors.
"Snow
are
attractions
Added
Birds," a review of Aiountain-top
Busisports in California; "Show
starness," a really funny comedy
ring Zasu Pitts and Thelma Todd,
C. Ε. N.
and a newsreel.

New Brick Home
828 Richmond Ave.
Beautiful corner, centerWotiderful
hall home.
Built-in gaexposure.
rage ; ultra modern
kitchen ; six large
rooms.

Be Sure to See This

OPEN

SUNDAY

From 10 A.M.
Directions: Turn right
at
first street beyond
Georgia Ave. and District Line to house.

Wenger Bros., Inc.Owners and Builders

BUY
A NEW HOME
With

All Conveniences

1824

St. S.E.

Bay

Between 18th A 19th, Β & C

58 Sold
Six rooms and bath. Glassed sleeping
porch, front and rear porches, bathtile and showers—built-in tub.
wail safe, mirror door, built-in
telephone closet, built-in dining set with
benches, cedar-lined closet, gaiage. G. Ε
electric clock, hot-water heat <oversiz«
boiler), hot-water storage tank, one-piece
laundry tub. paneled walls, hardwood
floors, hardwood trim. Frigidaire. Walker
electric dish washer or Oxford cabinets,
fluid heat—noiseless oil burner, concealed radiation; extra heavy tin root—
30 pounds.

colored
built-in

$7650

TERMS

Open daily until

9 P.M.

Steuart Brothers, Inc.
BUILDERS
OWNERS
138 12th St. N.E.

Brand-New

DETACHED
HOMES
Only

s8,450

Easily Worth $1,000

More

6 Large, Well Planned Rooms

Built-in Wood-Burning Fireplace*
Gorgeous Silver-Green Kitchen
Landscaped Lot 42x95 Ft.
Detached Garage
Concealed Radiators
MONTHLY

PAYMENTS

«59H
r

SMALL

CASH

PAYMENT
^

23rd & RANDOLPH PL. N.E.
out New York Avenue to Bladone Square to
ensburp Road. SouthEast
to
Houses.
Randolph Place.

Drive

Open and Lighted Until

ι
"

9 P.M.
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receives a series of letters

the

while,

through

and

dignified

restraint a convincing effect to his
characterization.
Relief for taxed nerves is afforded
In the comedy of Lee Tracy, who
manages to run true to type as a
His assignment to
stage reporter.
cover the murder
leads him into
many escapades, through which he
succeeds in punctuating the tense
story with much welcome drollery.
Fay Wray is handsomely decorative
in feminine support, while Preston
Foster. Arthur Edmund and numerous others sustain a uniform high
standard of acting.
On the stage Maxine Doyle finds

compliment!

is a

But Erwin comes a long, long way
from being the whole show—as who
wouldn't with Joan Blondell around ?
Miss Blondell, who plays the part of
the girl who breaks Merton's heart
by making him a comedian and then
■wins his love by feeling sorry for
him, gives Erwin some mighty keen
competition for the acting honors.
As the beautiful, big-hearted but
rather hard-boiled "Flips" Montague, she does her job well. In fact,
there are times when one feels like
pulling her blonde hair, and that's
almost as pretty a compliment as
the remark anent the superiority of
Erwin's characterization to Hunter's.
Other members of the cast deserving of a word cr two of praise

cohvincing performances
Pitts, Ben Turpin, Charles
Sellon, Helen Jerome Eddy, George
Tompkton, Ruth Donnelly and Oscar
Apfel. In addition, the film's list of
their
are Zasu

Anne Grey, while Edna Best Is

feature,

musical

with Arthur Tracy
a Paramount

street singer, and
newsreeL
as a

P. H. L.

"Bachelor's Folly"
Shown at Columbia.
BACHELOR'S FOLLY," showing
at Loew's Columbia, is an English picture, English actors and the

England

in

scenes

showing

the

famous race at Ascot with their
britannic
at
majesties
present
the thrilling moment.
The race
itself stirs the emotions, though the
result is disastrous for Garry Anson,
well played by Herbert Marshall. The
part calls for varied emotions, which
he depicts in figure as well as facial
expression. The intriguing and entirely unscrupulous Lady Panniford
is

gracefully

and

haughtily

done

by

ditional point of Interest In his account
of last Wednesday's Inauguration of a
new aqueduct at Perugia, intended to
supply the umbrian town with plenty
of fresh water.
Premier Benito Mussolini presided at
the ceremony, and the central square
was overflowing with people when H
Duce appeared at the balcony of the
city hall. The crowd, which had folMussolini
lowed
during the army
maneuvers now taking place in that.
It cheered him
region, was excited.
widely as he lowered a lever and water
shot out from the green spout of the
nymph-ornated town pump.
At this Juncture Mussolini addressed
"The significance of this
the crowd.
ceremony is simple," the Corrlere Delia
Sera quoted him as saying, "water and
welfare for the working people and
bread for enemies of the regime."

MUSSOLINI QUOTED;
PAPER SUSPENDED
_____

Reference to "Bread for Enemies

Regime" Brings End

of

to

Milan Publication.

mental strain.
story requires
Other features at the Columbia
no

the newsreel, showing the vatransatlantic flyers ready to
take-off, as well as the women endurance flyers; the newly appointed
Ambassador of Italy, Augusto Roeso,
who is no stranger in Washington,
and the Democratic candidate, Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, making his
speech in Columbus, Ohio.
are

rious

By Cable to The Star.

ROME. August 27 —Conscientious reporting by an experienced newspaper
man of Corriere Dilla Sera, of Milan,
led to the silencing of Italy's foremost
newspaper last night.
A survey of its content* revealed that
the "experienced" reporter had an ad-

"Vagabonds Abroad," covering a
phase of racketeering In Japan, and
the travelogue complete the bill, the
last being of more than usual in-

terest.

^

U.S. BANKS 50 MILLION
Profits
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Utah

for

SALT LAKE CITY. August 27 (A*).
—After 11 years, William A. Shaw of
Jacksonville, Fla., was arraigned yesterday before a United States commissioner on a charge of mail fraud.
He was Indicted by a Florida grand
Shaw, who admitted
jury in 1921.
his idenity, was ordered returned to
Florida for trial.

William J. Stevenson, 13 years old, a
student of an Edinburgh. Scotland,
school, who has saved three lives by hi*
expertness at swimming, has been presented a gift of books by his schoolmates.
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THE'GARDEN

OF BEAUTIFUL* HOMES

by Brooking»

Institute.
By the Associated Près*.

The Brookings Institute estimates
American bankers netted $50,000,000 in
profits from the flotation here since
1923 of $1,280,000,§00 worth of German
bonds.

Estimates were based on a study by
Dr. Robert P. Kuczynski, formerly of
the Research Institution's staff.
It placed the par value of German
bonde still outstanding In the United
States at $994,330,000, or "about onehalf of the par value of all German
publicly offered bonds which are still

outstanding.

The institute said whether the profits
made were "excessive" was a matter of

Judgment.
In a discussion of
Senate's foreign bond

testimony in the
investigation last
Winter that bankers sometimes "pegged"
bond prices while marketing an issue.
Dr. Kuczynski said it "raises a serious
question of business ethics, and the
New York Stock Exchange should consider whether such practices are in
accordance with its principles of maintaining a free and open market."
Paris spends
ments yearly.

ψ

$27,500,000

;
ΛΙΙ-Brick

New

on
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HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
Completely Furnished

4935 HILLBROOK LANE
Now open to the public as a demonstration of the finer art
in Home Building and Interior Decorating

amuse-

W. C. & A. N. Miller

Homes

Charles

Gallery, Inc.

Available for Inspection
Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.—Beginning Sunday
GENERAL ELECTRIC KITCHENS

in

•

Interior Decoration

Designed and Built

1

Fort Slocum Park
Now Open
For Your Inspection

Through the co-operation of the
·

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

EXHIBIT HOME

and

5523 2nd St. N.W.

THE POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER CO.

(Bet. Kennedy and Lonrfellow Sti. N.W.)

Price

$8,950

Reasonable
Term»

Large Rooms
2 Tiled Baths

7

Alto

a

Daylight "Club Salon η
(18x22—Direct Outside Ventilation)
Metal Weatherst ripped—CAULKED
—Screened—Double
Hear
Porches—
Unusually
LARGE
Kitchen—Cedirlined
Closets—BlIILT-IN
OARAGE
with "Over-the-Top" Door·.

yti»

W. C. & Α. Ν. MILLER
Developers

J. E. Douglass Co.

1621 Κ St. N.W.

1119 Seventeenth

Met. 5678

District 4464

Ik.

FOXALL'S

BUDGET

HOMES

are

3913

New Low Price, $9,850

McKinley

of Chevy Chase, D .C., Just one square west of Conn,
are., on a beautifully shaded street; refined neighborhood.
A very spaeiou* home; wide reception hall, large living room with open
fireplace, unusually large dining room and kitchen,
four separate bed rooms
and two baths and a screened sleeping porch on 2nd floor; attic* large front and
rear porches; garage.
Beautifully shaded rear yard.
One square to the Ε. X'. Brown public school and all stores
An Ideal Home at a Sarifice Price.
Open Saturday and Sunday
In the choice scction

1427 Eye St.

Realty Associates, Inc.
Realtors

Nat. 1438

Foxall's newest

Drive cut to 4453
three
Volta Place,
short blocks south
o/ Reservoir Road
at Forty-fourth St.

TITLE LOSSES

j

810 15th

Street, N. W.

ease.

modern insulated gas range, automatic gas
water heater
Waverly Tavlor has chosen them all because he
knows that gas is dependable, economical, fully automatic, and
—

«/

makes the whole house
Here is

a

houses show.

more

builder who is

*

comfortable and convenient.
an

expert in home equipment

He chooses gas, the modern fuel.

WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT

COMPANY
District 8500

411 Tenth Street N.W.

Charge

GEORGETOWN GAS LIGHT COMPANY

(Shoreham Bldg.)

West 0615

1339 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.

Tune in the
SECURE

AS ΤΗ Ε

BE DROCK

OF

NEW YORK

a

as

his

leaf from

happier,

healthier living.

Phone: Metropoiiuin 3900

,

Take

his book and—wherever you live—modernize with gas, for

BRANCH

Pres. in

house-keeping

Bryant Gas Heater,

AND MORTGAGE COMPANY
WASHINGTON

Everyone has heard—and most people seem to be talking—about
Waverly Taylor's new Budget-Balancing Homes in Foxall. Because the builder has taken full advantage of today's abnormally low

and

New York Title
Hoover, Assistant Vice

GAS

with

houses.
See these homes, by all means. And note one very significant
thing—every one is completely equipped for gas, the modern fuel,
and with modern gas appliances for greatest comfort, convenience

Virginia.

A. W.

MODERNIZED

costs, these homes offer a degree of charm and luxury, modern comfort and convenience, usually found only in far more expensive

More than ninety per cent of all title losses are
caused by defects in titles commonly called
"HIDE EN DEFECTS," which are not discoverable by a careful and complete examination of the title by an expert especially trained
in that line of work. Therefore no protection
is afforded as against such defects by a CERTIFICATE guaranteeing the title good according to the records.
There is only one way of obtaining complete
title protection and that is TITLE INSURANCE. This type of protection only costs a
slight amount more than the inferior kind. \ou
only pay one premium and the protection is
perpetual. Do not put off insuring your title
until you have suffered a substantial loss—it
then be too late.
wjll
Titles searched and insured in Washington,
D. C., and nearby counties in Maryland and

,

de-

velopment— Waverly
Taylor's Bud. g etBalancing Homes.

warning

her that before midnight on a certain day she will be killed. A police
squad is assembled in her quarters,
and as the hour of midnight appreaches she is entirely surrounded
by the offlcers, while others are on
«atch at all approaches
But as
the clock is striking, she suffers a

in

Arraigned

Mail Fraud 11 Years Ago.

«1.280,000.000

on

Sales Eevealed

Floridan

Spring ^Valley

GERMAN BONDS NET

1923

FACES OLD CHARGE

(Copyright. 19J2>

.r^-^j/srrnvK&*3&ffK£t

Κ. B.

for

"extras" includes such names as
Maurice Chevalier, Silvia Sidney,
Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper.
With a number of other stars of
similar magnitude, they may be
glimpsed in the background of several of the Hollywood scenes.
The program includes an excellent

an

appealing little Jill Pannlford. who
eventually wins the charming Garry.
The best bit of character acting
Is that of the irrepressible butler
of Garry Anson, formerly a burglar.
He Is splendid in his acting and in
expression, not to mention the cockney dialect, which, strange to say,
is easier to understand than some
lines spoken by the more cultured
English voices of other actors. The
scenes are beautifully staged and the

BALANCING

Night Club Lady,"
With Menjou, at Keith's.

ALONG the border line between
mystery fiction of the screaming
methods
type and idealized police
which appeal to the intellect is a
of
prolific field for the development of
such intensely interesting studies
crime as are represented by "The
Night Club Lady," which is offered
at R-K-O Keith's, with Adolphe
Menjou in the role of a smooth representative of the law. A new element Is introduced into the story by
utilizing the talents of a woman as
an assistant hunter of murderers.
In this unique role there is plenty
of effective work to be done by
Kuthelma Stevens, a film actress
who has had numerous important
assignments in the past.
The story is from a novel which
has a place in the book world.
Anthony Abbot has produced several
devoted to this phase of police fiction, and it is announced that the
present production is the first in a
series for the motion pictures that
will probably include all the Anthony Abbot mystery stories. There
is a mixture of humor with the
thrills, and the chief character is
one that fits into the screen personality of Mr. Menjou, whose polished
methods have Illuminated a great
number of productions.
The night club lady has a past, in
which she has destroyed the career
of at least one promising young
man. and having càrefully covered
up the old record she is engaged in
entertaining the public, when she

all

lending

screen,

"The

·**■

suspicion

upon members of an
academy of medical research, headed
The
story's ramifiby Dr. X.
throw

vivacity.

β large rooms, 2 colored tile
baths, step-down living room,

Open

opportunity

local audience. Diga natural
dramatic force and the artist's capacity to hold the attention, marks
her work throughout, and her act
serves its double purpose of introducing her and giving a brief
glimpse of her stage methods. For
an actress of her rank, it is a satisfying contribution to a fairly long
theater entertainment. She has the
assistance of a male partner.
Gallic temperament is the chief
source of merit in the part that is
assigned to Georges Carpentier. In
that respect he is more the stage
celebrity than the performer in the
ring, and he shares with other Latin
figures of the theater the ability to
do worthwhile things with a smile.
assisted by several young
He is
of capacity in songs and
women
dances, and appears with two of his
company in tap dancing. His own
musical contribution is a piece of
which the refrain is "I Can Take It."
Others on the stage section of
the program are Joe Phillips and
Co., in a bit of outstanding nonsense; Miss Patricola, in her customary assortment of musical bits,
and Wilfred Du Bois, an unusual
juggler who exhibits control of the
various home and field implements
which he throws about with much
form before

D. C.
A

an

nity, which blends with

Chevy Chase
A

serves

giving her

moviegoers miesed "Merton."
wherever it was shown, so it should
not be necessary to outline the plot
here. Surely, you must remember
how Merton, a dim-witted grocery
clerk with a diploma from a correspondence "academy" of acting, deserts his job In a small-town store
to seek fame and fortune in Hollywood. And you must recall, too, how
he is befriended by an actress, who
uses her influence to make him a
star. Not the kind of star he wants
to be, as you'll remember, but—horror of horrors!—a comedian, which,
in Merton's opinion, is just about
the ultra-ultra, or something, In the
way of "degradation."
Anyway, "Make Me a Star" is the
same "Merton of the Movies," except
for an entirely new cast plus the
fact that it is anything but silent.
The picture gives Erwin the best opportunity of his screen career, and
he makes the most of it, giving a
performance so highly artistic that
it makes Hunter's portrayal of the
seem
somewhat
same
character
amateurish in retrospect. And that
Few

"Doctor X." at Earle,
Is Interesting Drama.

a
singing and
act
dramatic
its chief purpose in

Spencer Tracy.

A Real

"Merton" Comes Back
At the Metropolitan.
OP THE MOVIES"
"X/TERTON
-1· A
is back again, but this time
under a new title—"Make Me a
Star"—and with Stuart Erwin in the
role made famous by Glenn Hunter
back in the days when the cinema
was known as the silent drama. The
new version of Harry Leon Wilson's
best-selling novel, which was a stage
success before Hunter presented it
in soundless celluloid, is the feature
of this week's program at the Metro-

Greta

a
emerges in
simple but im-

dress.

mysterious

scene

The
plot represents a
clever approach to the subject, with
a study of the past and an examination of the records of the chief
persons involved, with the result that
Mr. Menjou, in his own unapproachable manner, finds the solution.
The production is cne of undoubted
thrills, and is adapted and embellished from the cinema standpoint
in such a wav that it is one of the
most attractive of the mystery
Valuable contributions to
dramas.
its success are given by a large cast,
which includes, in addition to the
principals, Mayo Methot, Skeets Gallagher, Blanche Frederici, Gerald
Fielding, Nat Pendleton, Albert Conti,

Ρ

You cannot live so comfortably at such a low rate anywhere else in Washington. You
can save car fare expense by
the Blackstone.
living at

in

manner.

OLA NEGRI and Georges Carpentier, whose names in quite
different strata have magnetic qualities by reason of
well earned fame, take the
lofty place on the Fox Theater proSpencer Tracy
gram for the week.
and Peggy Shannon, In a South Sea
Island concoction called "a
torrid drama."
perform valiantly under the
cinema
rays,
the
but
percontact
sonal
with Miss Negri
and the pugilistic Carpentier
holds the central place.

$£.60 week
z:,

1515

violent

NegTi and Carpentier at Fox;
"Painted Woman" on Screen.

a

death

Theaters.

s

her "thank you" well Justified in the
applause provoked by unusual treats
In the stage program, which finds
Everett Marshall. Metropolitan Opera
Co. singer, offering among his songs
two hits from George White's "Scandals," in which he appeared; most
notably "That's Why Darkies Were
Born." And then Hal Le Roy, male
dancing dazzler of Ziegfeld's "Follies," in terpsichorean twists which
the eye could hardly follow. In addition to these outstanding stars, the
vaudeville offers Arthur and Morton
Havel. Carr Brothers and Betty.
Also there Is another chapter of
screen
feature,
that
inimitable
"Souvenirs," which takes us back to
the movies In infant days, and altogether this diversified fare makes up
a program which will almost scare
you to death or cause you to become
M. A. P.
weak from laughter.

Washington Gas Light Orchestra

every

Monday

evening at 7:00

on

WRC

MODERNIZE

